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Is our sense of direction taking a turn for the worse with too much trust in
sat navs?
Most of us are dependent on sat navs, but with news stories about drivers ending up on
train tracks, in rivers, or hundreds of miles from their destination, it seems we aren’t very
capable of using them correctly. In any event there are many other reasons (including
keeping our brains active!) still to learn how to use a traditional road map, and to apply that
skill…
Leasing Options surveyed drivers to find out what they really thought of satellite navigation.
We asked both younger and older generations to uncover how they’d feel about driving
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without a sat nav or map application and, in case their tech fails, do they bother to bring a
backup? Plus, we put drivers to the test to see how they manage routes around the UK
without their trusted tech.
Fewer than 2% of young drivers admitted they would be fully confident using just road signs
and a paper map to travel to a new destination.
Over 3 out of 5 young drivers would never drive somewhere new without tech help, yet
almost 80% admit they’ve gotten lost using a sat nav.
More than 1/3 of drivers think using a sat nav or map app has made their sense of direction
worse.
This gets worse for older drivers – over 4 in 5 motorists aged 35+ said using a sat nav or
map app has diminished their sense of direction.
70% of 18-24 year olds don’t carry a paper map in their car – and over 1/3 have never used
one at all.
97% of 18-24 year olds would feel stressed if their sat nav or map app stopped working
when driving to a new destination.
More than 3 in 5 young drivers wouldn’t travel anywhere new without a sat nav – but still
get lost anyway.
Even though sat navs have been around since the ’90s, it appears 18-24 year olds still
haven’t quite got to grips with them. Almost 80% said they’d got lost using a sat nav or a
map application, which is ironic when you consider how sat navs are supposedly one of the
easiest, simplest types of tech – your grandparents probably have one fitted as standard in
their car.
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What’s more, even though young drivers can’t follow their sat navs properly, they’re still
heavily relying on them. A shocking 3 out of 5 18-24 year olds said they would never drive
somewhere new without the help of a map app or satellite navigation. Though it’s no wonder
they don’t feel confident if they’re letting a machine do all the work for them.
On the other hand, we can still trust the older generation to put young people in the right
direction. Unsurprisingly, almost 3/4 of drivers aged 65 and over said they would have no
problem getting somewhere new without a sat nav or map application.
If they get lost using a sat nav, 70% of young people don’t have a backup.
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Since we can’t all be trusted to use sat navs correctly, it’s understandable that almost 3/5 of
all surveyed drivers said they still frequently use a paper road map to find their way around.
Unfortunately, when looking more closely at these numbers, 70% of 18-24 year olds
admitted they don’t ever carry a traditional road map in their car. This seems strange,
considering so many of these drivers end up at the wrong destination anyway.

97% of young drivers would panic if their sat nav stopped working.
What’s even more shocking is over a 1/3 of young drivers have never actually used a
traditional road map in their lifetime. So, if their gadgets failed, due to the battery, signal or
any other reason, where would these young people be? Not having a backup could put you
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on the road to nowhere – in the literal sense.
This feels even more unreasonable as a huge 97% of 18-24 year olds would feel stressed if
they were travelling somewhere new and their map app or satellite navigation stopped
working. With all the stories out there about sat navs taking drivers majorly off course, it
seems foolish for so many young people to not even consider traditional methods of
navigation.
Only 1.5% of 18-24 year olds would be fully confident driving to a new location using just a
paper map and road signs.
When it comes to navigating to a new location using only road signs and a traditional map,
our survey revealed over a quarter of drivers would be completely confident in getting to
their destination. If you’re trying to avoid solely relying on tech, you might think this is
great news.
However, very few of those respondents were in the younger age category. A tiny 1.5% of
were aged 18-24, suggesting once more that young drivers are downright dependent on
gizmos and gadgets.
We already know so many of these tech-trusting youngsters admit they’ve got lost with a
map app or satellite navigation, so it’d be understandable to question their rationality. But
sadly, it’s not just the younger generation affected by sat nav overuse.
More than 80% of older drivers feel sat navs have made their sense of direction worse.
Research suggests that sat navs and map apps could actually affect our intelligence by
essentially causing a part of the brain to shut down. Studies show that overuse of navigation
tech can make your map-memory skills weaker, as you’re less likely to remember the route
naturally and instead rely on the technology to guide you instead.
Our findings infer the same thing, with over 1/3 of drivers revealing that map applications
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and satellite navigation have made their sense of direction worse. What’s more, out of those
respondents, nearly 85% were over 35 years old.
So, while older drivers might be less likely to depend on sat navs and map apps, a word of
warning to those that do: they could be diminishing your brainpower.

All things considered, it appears young drivers are putting too much trust in uncertain tech.
Most of the time, map applications and sat navs are their only source of navigation – and
without it they’d feel stressed. Yet, at the same time, the majority of these 18-24 year olds
still find their gadgets take them off track.
Luckily, a lot of older drivers don’t completely rely on tech, instead preferring traditional
paper maps and road signs. Then again, some of those who do use sat navs and map apps
believe they cause a negative effect on the brain. To avoid this, we’ll just have to keep those
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traditional methods alive – and learn exactly how to read that old, dusty paper map.

Putting it to the test:

Real drivers challenge themselves to travel to a new destination
using only road signs and paper maps.
Route: St. James’ Park -> Stadium Of Light

Driver Name = Max / Age = 22 / Driving Experience = 3 Years
“I had trouble getting out of Newcastle as I thought both lanes went one way, but they
actually split right at the last moment, which caused a bit of panic. But thankfully, I just
went out the other end of the roundabout to get back on track.
I then got into bother when I had to turn off the motorway and was confronted with a busy
roundabout. I ended up taking the exit early and headed off in the wrong direction. I then
got to a second roundabout and assumed if I just went back in the opposite direction, I’d
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end up back where I was.
I was wrong. I ended up back on the motorway heading in yet another wrong direction.
Thankfully there was a junction soon after. I found myself in a place called Lambton, where I
had to pull over and find out how to get back on track. Luckily all I had to do was follow the
road I was on – it took me around Washington and back on the road I should’ve been on
before. From there, fortunately, it was smooth sailing as that road took me to the stadium.”
Route: Twickenham Stadium -> Wembley Stadium

Driver Name = Matthew / Age = 39 / Driving Experience = 21 Years
“The drive itself went well and I didn’t make any mistakes, but it’s interesting to see that
there was a much quicker way I could have done. When I was planning the route on the
traditional road map, I think I just went for whichever was the most logical to me, which in
hindsight was possibly just the most direct route.
Looking at Google’s suggested route, I never thought that going in the wrong direction to
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start with would actually get me there quicker.”
Route: Leeds University -> Bradford University

Driver Name = Claire / Age = 19 / Driving Experience = 1 Year
“So, I had a bit of a nightmare. I went the wrong way coming out of Leeds and again went
the wrong way going into Bradford. The main roads and motorways aren’t that bad – it’s
when you’re in the city centres it gets really difficult to navigate. There’s just not enough
time to check the map before you have to make a decision. You can take more time and
debate with yourself which way to go, but I felt like the car behind me was pressuring me to
hurry up and I was worried about causing a traffic jam, so I ended up panicking and making
the wrong choices.”
Seaham Train Station -> Hartlepool Heugh Lighthouse
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Driver Name = Joanne / Age = 55 / Driving Experience = 26 Years
“Not only did I apparently take a longer route (even though it appeared shorter), there were
road works going on as I went through Hartlepool resulting in one of the roads being
completely closed, which I did not plan for. Consequently, I had to try and find my way
around it, which went very badly as I ended up in someone’s driveway. I gave up and had to
look at the road map again and found out I had to make a much bigger loop around. I got
there in the end though!”
Route: Inverness -> John o’ Groats
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Driver Name = Fraser / Age = 24 / Driving Experience = 6 Years
“I live just outside of Inverness and have never been up to John o’ Groats so I thought this
would be a good opportunity. I know Inverness pretty well, so it wasn’t a problem going
through the centre. But on the way to John o’ Groats, I missed my junction. It wasn’t too
much of an issue as I turned off at the next one, pulled over when I could and found my way
back on track. It’s quite worrying when you don’t have a sat nav right there to immediately
fix the situation when you make a wrong move.”

Sources
nature.com use or lose navigation skills
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bostonglobe.com our brains pay price for gps
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researchgate.net Effect of Navigation Systems
Kim adds:
“Speaking personally, I find that sat navs certainly have a place in modern motoring, and
can be especially useful if, for example, you are driving in an unfamiliar place and/or at
night, and may be on your own in the car – in which case following a road map means
frequent stopping to see where you are and plan the next part of your journey. Certainly I
have been thankful for being able to use a sat nav/map app when trying to find my way out
of towns and cities with which I am unfamiliar (when there was nowhere to stop to consult a
map), and, for example, on a long journey on my own on a dark, rainy winter’s night! The
GPS device did its job and got me to where I was going.
However… I love road maps. To my mind they give a greater ‘big picture’ perspective of
where your route will take you in relation to the surrounding geography, and I find it useful
always to study a map ahead of any journey, to have an idea in my head of where I will need
to turn off a main road, etc. This has proved useful several times when GPS devices have
paused/lost signal, etc!
In any case maps tell such fascinating stories about places and surrounding areas. To me
it’s a joy just to study them and read what they can tell you!”

